
T he great experience of Can in
the furnishing of stoves for luxu-
ry yachts and sailboats has crea-

ted new standards also in the sector of
recreational vehicles. When the company
from Brescia in 2010 proposed for the
first time to the camping sector its
Crystal stoves, characterized by a surface
of tempered glass with embedded bur-
ners, it certainly wasn't expected that
shortly after it would give rise to a true
tendency, followed also by the multina-
tional giants. Today, in fact, in many high
level vehicles stoves are installed with a
base of tempered glass, making Crystal
the founder of a new standard. A thanks
to the other competing products Can is
able to highlight even more efficiently
the strong points and distinguish them
from those who produce merely using
the logic of large numbers. The Italian
company is able to offer a significant fle-
xibility with minimal decisional processes
and an efficient productive reality while
being aided by modern instruments and
facilities. To its clients Can offers a high

level of personalization that involves the colour of the glass and the logo of the brand, but arrives all
the way to the creation of items and special forms for stoves created for specific needs of the clients
regarding dimensions or design.  
Today the Crystal range is comprised of numerous products, among which is the angular model
PV1353 or the models with integrated sink PV1364, PV1362, PV1360 and the newest PV1366 Essential
with the sink at the centre, two lateral lighters and glass with a mirror effect. The collection’s burners
installed are an auxiliary (with a capacity of 1000 Watts - consumption 73 g/h) and a semi-rapid (with
a capacity of 1900 Watts - consumption 127 g/h), and both come with thermocouple.
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From nautical world with passion
The Italian company, leader in the supplying of stoves and sinks in the nautical world, is increasingly more
popular in the caravan market thanks to a high quality product with excellent designs and offering optimal
performance. Flexible production and a high level of personalization of the products are the company’s uni-
que characteristics

Crystal sets a new standard

Novelty for the compact van

C an has always specialized in the production of sink and
burner systems for vehicles and for the more compact
boats. The most popular solution until now has been

from the "Foldy" range with LC models including a sink with a
folding cover on whose base a single burner stove is installed.
In 2012, Can introduced a new range that offers very compact
integrated sink and burners It is an evolution of the tested
"Hoodiny" that offer only the stove and in an inferior price
range compared to the top of the range "Crystal" series and
offers two models: FL 1323, with a width of 530 mm and
depth of 325 mm, with a circular sink and a single burner with
a square sink, two lighters and dimensions equal of 720 x 338
mm.
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A barbecue, one idea, many solutions

The idea to fix the barbecue to a slide that allows it to
be put away and quickly extract the barbecue by a loc-
ker was casually born during an expository event. The

slide in the photo was dedicated to a diverse and heavier use.
If it is only for the barbecue this system must be light and lit-
tle cumbersome. The solutions can be varied: it is possible as
well to foresee a placement inside the locker door. Having a
barbecue available outside to be able to cook is a significant
added value for those who love tourism by motorhomes and
caravans.  
Made in inox steel, BQ 2989 also includes a burner with a
power of 4,5 Kw, from a piezo ignition and from a security
thermocouple (for the interruption of the gas supply in the
case of turning off the flame). Among the optional extras is
the adaptation kit for the Gamping Gaz and also the storage
tub to use for the carving fork when necessary to position or
grease the cuts of meet or fish and includes the trays in circu-
lar form in which to store salt and other spices and the sack
of weatherproof covering.

Can in a video 

C an has created an institutional
video that demonstrates some of
the production process phases. 

In the video, which lasts 4 minutes, several
of the phases of production are documen-
ted with the working of inox steel, from the
cutting to the final assembly of the pro-
ducts and their tests.  
Created in high definition, using the latest
technology of machines of recovery and
postproduction, it was officially presented
at the latest METS exposition in
Amsterdam. 
The video is visible on the CAN You tube
site: http://youtube/jeJf8FOSne4, on the
CAN website:  http://www.can-web.com/
or on its Facebook page: https://www.face-
book.com/Can.Hobs.and.Sinks

Company Profile

C AN, which has been operating
in the nautical market for

three generations is known for the
reliability of its products, the qua-
lity of the materials and the capabi-
lity of comprehending daily nauti-
cal life and translating it into con-
crete and innovative designs.
Today, more than ever, the heart
and mind of the company are
represented by Mauro Bellini, sup-
ported by the ever more determi-
ned contribution of his sons,
Lorenzo and Fabio who, together
with their father, place their
endless creativity and contagious
passion at the service of the com-
pany in order to tie the CAN brand
closer to the world of stainless steel
accessories. In 2009 CAN decided
to take on a new challenge, intro-
ducing the MOTORHOME/CAM-
PING sector into its range of pro-
ducts, thereby entering new and
stimulating markets. As a result,
the Bellini family has enriched and
diversified its range of products
with its usual care and attention to
details always for the sake of quali-
ty and consistency.

Exhibitions: 
Caravan Salon Düsseldorf (DE) - 31.8 - 8.9.13
Motorhome & Caravan Show 2013 - Birmingham (UK) - 15.10 - 20.10.13

F rom experience in the nautical sector where
Can specialized in the production as well of gas
burners, arrives the CU1305 “Kalahari” and

CI1306 “Sahara”. With
a capacity of 30 litres in
the first and 40 litres
the second, these bur-
ners include a semi-
rapid burner of 1700
Watts with thermocou-
ple. Made in inox steel
with a mirror finish, it comes with a door with dou-
ble tempered glass silk-screen print and thermo-
meter. The weight is 28 kilos for the smallest and
30 kilos for the CU1306 model.

The oven in the motorhome
includes a grill as well 


